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ABSTRACT
This document is Volume 3, Appendix A, Laboratory Report, of the Final Technical
Report of the Passive Instrumentation and Stimuli Generation for Saturn IB Equipment
Checkout study for the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Huntsville, Alabama, under Contract NAS8-20090.







Appendix A, Laboratory Report



































TEST FIXTURES FOR OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICE EVALUATION
SECTION 5
HALL EFFECT AND MAGNETORESISTOR SENSORS
SECTION 6

































This document is a technical report for a study of Passive Instrumentation and Stimuli
Generation Techniques for Saturn Equipment Checkout conducted by The Boeing Company,
from June 26, 1965 to May 31, 1966, for the Quality and Reliability Assurance Labo-
ratory, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA. The purpose of the study
was to perform an extensive investigation of passive techniques and methods of appli-
cation to the Saturn Instrument Unit, define appropriate passive techniques, define the
types of components that the techniques should be adapted to, determine methods of
coupling into and out of a component or a system, and define the stimuli generation and
response evaluation equipment. The systems of the Saturn Instrument Unit were used
for detailed investigation as being representative of the types of space vehicle systems
to which passive techniques should be applied.
Passive instrumentation and stimulus generation techniques are defined for the purposes
of the study, as "those techniques for passively introducing stimuli and extracting re-
sponses from vehicle systems without impairing, altering, or affecting the system
operation."
Limited experimental work was performed in the laboratory during the course of the
study to verify several of the more promising techniques.
Included in the study report are conclusions and recommendations for future activity.
Although the study was conducted for the Saturn-IB Instrument Unit, the techniques




Appendix A to the final technical report on the Passive Instrumentation and Stimuli
Generation for Saturn S-1B Equipment Checkout Study consists of photographs of equip-
ment tested and laboratory setups, curves, graphs, and vendor data in support of
the laboratory experiments discussed in Volume H, Section 3.0 of this report and
information on operation of special test devices and fixtures.
Appendix A is organized in six sections. Sections 1.0 through 4.0 support the four
basic parts of the Optoelectronic Experiment.








Fiber Optic and Solid Light Pipe Investigation
Optoelectronic Device Applications
Test Fixture for Optoelectronic Device Evaluation
Hall Effect and Magnetoresistor










A number of optoelectronic emitters and sensors in addition to the combination unit
(emitter and sensor in one package) were used in this evaluation. The following
chart shows the location of data for each device.
SENSOR
IN 2175 LSX-600
EMITTER DATA SET NO. DATA SET NO.
T lX L01 SET 1 SET 5
T lX L02 SET 2 SET 6
LED-11 SET 3 SET 7
L12-3 PINLITE SET 4 SET 8
L12-12 PINL1TE SET 4 & 9 (A. C. ) SET 8



















































































Rever:_ Vc'lt,_ge at 25"C Case Temperature .................. 2 v
Forward Current at 25*C Case Temperat_e (See Note 1) ............. 50 m•
Operating Case Temperature Range ................ .-65*C to + 125*C
Storage Temperature Range ................... --6.S*C to +150*C
Soldering Temperature (3 minutes) ..................... 240*C
.lectrkal dNm'acteHstics at 25"C cas* tern
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• Ught SourceSpectrally Matched to Silkon Semen
• Recommendedfor Application in Character Recegnith_
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The devices are in a hermetically sealed welded case similar to JEOEC TO-18 with window. All TO-18
registration notes also apply to tSis outline. Approximate weight is 0.35 grams.
TIlE _ IS NI [Lr_lGt
uuun o_ m_ (OlITORTWllll TIN UgL TIIli-
• "" f r_'-_/_ u*x,uu..,.oow Exr,..,o.
'-"--; /_. ._ To, o_c,. ,so.o,o/_ r.Al_ MINIMUM DIAMETER IS 0.125
absolute maximum ratings
Reverse Voltage at 25eC Case Temperature ................... 2 v
Continuous Power Dissipation at (or below) 25oC Case Temp4wcdure (See Note I) ...... 1.5 w
Operating Case Temperat_o Range ................. 195eC to +125°C
Storage Temperature Range ................... -195eC to + 12,5oC
Lead Temperature 3{6" from Caso for 10 Seccmds ................ 2"JIOeC
electrical characteristics at 25"C case temperature
PARA/METER TEST CONDITIONS
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absolute maximum ratings at 25°C free-air temperature (unless otherwise noted)
Collector-Emitter Voltage ......................... 50 v
Emitter-Collector Voltage ......................... 7 v
Total Device Dissipation at (or below) 25°C Free-Air Temperature (See Note 1) ...... 50 mw
Operating Temperature ........................ 125*C
Storage Temperature Range .................. --65°C to -_-150*C
Soldering Temperature (3 minutes) ................... 2dO*C
NOT[ 1 _ife IIl_lrly It I|So( |rN-ti_ Ilmperifm If tkt tit0 *f | S m'/( Q
PRELIMINARY DATASHEET:
Supplementary data will be
publis_ at o later dote.
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N-P-N PLAHAR LKOH LIGHTSENSOR
e_l clsaracteristics at 25"¢ h'ee-air himperature (unless atherwise noted)
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS
k Light 5mot Vc_= Sv, N----20 _/o_
(s,,_ 2)
Is gak _rwt Yc_= Roy, N----e
Vc_ = 3Or, H = O
I| Do_ £wmag TA = !g0*'(
V_mt| (..db_-En_ll_' r_hHlta_ Voltqe IL = 0A too, N = M lira/re'




swltr.hhtg _stks at 2S'C fme.-air temperature
PARAMITIm TESTCONDITIONS
t, IlseTime Vcc=aSv, k=lgo/_













FIGURE 1- SWITCHING TiME
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The General Electric L,ED-9, 10. !1 are |allium areas|de lisbt emittiaj diodes desilpsod to produce noa-coherolt radiation
at both 77OK aid 300OK (2J°C) temperatures. These devices ore int4mded for use in applica_ such as cord readers and
security phOtOoelectre4_c systems, They are particularly useful in aplaltcatlu denuu_ln8 a Ii8ht source capable og with-
stamd/n 8 severe shock aid vibrat/ol. The LED-11 ie the same oe t&e L_D-10 excel_ that She leas cap ie remov&ble, The





Of)orate i. S mw/°C above 25°C rob|met
eeDerate I. 3. mwl°C aba_e 28°C case.
°eODerate 5, • mw/°C above ?7°K case.
Forward Current (Pulsed 1 _sec w/de]
Rep. Ra_ = 200 I_
Rep. Pate = 400 pps




ii_ am, meemm e,m_oi _
T A = ZS°C ISO
Tg = ?.so(; 1)00 m,_,._", ,.., ..-_m
= ?7°K 2500 _=mm_. memu 8i_F Sm m
T£ -,mm..m._..*...J ! ,mi_ lira ip d _ _m. es
T C : ZS°C 70 .,e-----4_----_, __
T C • 77°C 70 Adc pk ._mme_eom _%_J_
2.0 V_c
?7°K to +125 °C
E/_CTKICAL CHARA_TWJUISTI_J PC" "_s°C '_l°el btwile specified) LED- 10 LED- I 1
_.___-___. _.______.
Tote1 Beam Output (_eattiat_)
l F = 100 made .03 .05 . 1 .3 .2 .6 mw
I F = 800 mAde • 25 1.5 3 mw
I F : 100 made, T C : T/°K • 5 3 6 mw
I F = 800 made, T C : TT°K 2. S IS 30 row.
TOLl1 Beam Output (l_od)
(1 _sec wide, 200 ppo)
I F : 10 Apk 8 23 45 mw
I F = T0 Apk - t IZS 250 mw
I F = 10 Apk, T C : 77°K .07 0. 4 .8 watte
1 F : T0 Ap&, T C = 77°K 3.0 6.0 watts
Wave LdmtOh o
I F = 100 mAde 9000 9000 9000 Ao
I F = 100 made, T G • TT°K 8450 8450 8450 A
Spectral Width o
IF : 100 made 210 210 210 A
o
1 F = 100 made, T C • TT°K 170 170 170 A
Forward Voltnse Drop
1 F " t00 mAde 1.25 I. ZS I, 25 Vdc
1 F • 100 made, T G • TT°K i. 5 l. 5 I. 5 Ydc
Breakdowa Voltise . 11 • 10 l_a 2.0 Z, 0 2, 0 Vdc
Capacitance f=l ace, 0 voite $00 $00 500 pf
JtsdbtUail Area -.el----------- . 025 X • 0_S _ge- htche i
NOTE: TO rwno_ the cap from t&e L/_D-II, heat the device to 100°C to IZS°C and 8enUy pun the cop free.
!
,, .:..
A-15 " ...... • .-
o_ ...... . ..... , , ..........
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N-CHANNEL FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR
FFO00
e ULTRAHIGH SENSITIVITY




Drain to Source Voltage
Drain to Gate Voltage
Gate to Source Voltage
D .C. Gate Current
• Junction Temp (operating and storage)
Power Dissipation (free air)
Lead Temp (C_1/16 '° -+ 1/32" from case)
Derating Factor From 200°C
Parameter
Gate Leakage Current (Dark)
Gate Current (Light) 1 -





Gate to Source Cap.



















IIouEaE _ .ese • .(1_1
/ _ ._
All 01_ k= ledm aIAII
C ELECTRICALCHARACTERISTICS: TA = 250C (UnlessOtherwise Stated)
Zero Gate Voltage Drain Current loss
ConditionSymbol
IGss VGs = -tOV, Vos = 0
_1 s Vos- IOV, VGs= OV
Vos = 10V, VG• = 0
_ld Vos= 10V, VG•=OV.RG= IMC_
Sm Vos = 10V, VG• = 0, f= 1KC
TR Vos= 10V, RL=RG = 100Q, VG•= 0
TF Voe= 10V, RL=R_ = 100Q, VG.=0
V_'o Vos= 10V, los= 0.1_A
CG• VGs = - 10V, f = 140KC
Coo Voo : - 10V, f = 140KC



























The -hpa-4301 Photnn Coupled I_lator i_ a wide bandwidth
signal coupling element comprised of a gallium arsenidc in-
jection diode infrared source and a PIN photodetector.
Electrical input signals are applied to the GaAs diode which
emits infrared radiation in proportion to the instantaneous
forward current. The radiation is guided via a light pipe
into the PIN photodiode. The electrical signals resulting
at the photodiode can thereby be controlled from an in-
put which may be in a separate and electrically isolated
circuit. The isolation between input and output exceeds
10 II n shunted by less than 0.01 picofarad, The device will
operate on dc as well as ac signals, has a 10 mc bandwidth,
and can withstand up to IO,OOO volts between the input and
output. Separate headers and shields on the input and output
sections permit a high degree of circuit isolation. Applica-
tions include replacing video pulse transformers, rf signal






- TO. Io NEaDIrll
.lifo 1.280
_.250
- TO- II glrAOEII
,2gll
][t=2mA il=30mA
V: = 25 V Vs ---- 2S V
Typical Un;+
Large Signal Current Transfer Ratio, Ih _ I=/It ................................ 00042 ................................ 0004 .......................... ratio
Small Signal Current Transfer Cutoff Frequency, fl1_...........................I0 ....................................I0 .............................mcps
Maximum Input-Output Voltage
Difference:* ............................................... 10,OO0 V peak
Power Dissipation, T : 25°C,
GaAs Source: .................................. 100 mw maximum
Photodiode: ........................................i_ mw _xi_
Instantaneous Peak Current (I_ peak) : .................. ._00 mA
Chip to Shield Resistance: ......................................... 10" N
All specifications apply at T ----- 25°C ± 3°C.
11 = emitter diode input currentl
I= = photodiode output current.
V= : voltage across phocodiode.
Cathode leads are color coded black.
Shield leads are color coded green.
Anode leads are color coded red.
*Delmed as #,_t o  roroaa, ll,&Iz_volld_dvmli#sm, _f,_il,ble ol
_prri,/o_d'tv.
._'1 NO'Co" See -hpa-dl04 _ 4201 ]or el¢ctricdl c_wactcr, lics of t_¢
g,dli,rm _se_ide m_ liJitol liodfJ.
Price: In qtl,mtities 1-99, $145.00; 100-999, $97.00 each.
mm_a_ a U.omal l/M,
• ?'T: . .
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STEP RESPONSE OF PHOTON COUPLED ISOLATOR CGaAm'.-
PIN PHOTODIODE)
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CURRENT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOTON
COUPLED ISOLATOR G






LJ3 4038 8000 REV. 10+64
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RELATIVE SPECTRAL ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TESTED
LIGHT SOURCES











Max. Voltage _+50 VDC
Max. Power 250 mV
Collector-Emitter Voltage 50 VDC
Emitter-Collector Voltage 7 VDC
Max. Power 50 mV
Reverse Voltage 2 VDC
Forward Current 50mA @25°C
Derate . 5mA/°C
Reverse Voltage 2V
Max. Continuous Power 1.5W @25°C
Derate 15 mw/°C
Reverse Voltage 2.0 VDC Maximum
Max. Power Dissipation 150 mW @T A = 25°C
1300 mW @T c = 25°C
Max. Voltage 1.25 VDC or VAC Peak
Gate to Source Breakdown Voltage 10 VDC
A-22
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALL DATA SETS (EXPERIMENTS) IN SECTION 1
1. Connect equipment as shown in the test set-up. Cover the light source and
sensor with the light tight enclosure.
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Device Transfer Characteristics -
TIX-LOI Source and IN-2175 Sensor
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DATA SHEET
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Device Transfer Characteristics -
TIX-L02 Source and IN-2175 Sensor
_fOOEL
_O_'INO INO D5-13268-3
IS__£TI0k_ I _ I A-31
DATASET 2 SECTION 1 
A- 32 
DATA SHEET
ElV_ TT E R.
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VOLTI_G E I CUI_R.F_._'T
SENSOR.
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Alignment of the emitter and sensor with the lens cap on the emitter to obtain optimum
coupling is very difficult. It appears that optimum coupling can be obtained with a
separation of 5/8 inch.
The alignment was not critical with the lens cap removed but detected energy at the
sensor was greatly reduced due to the broad radiation cone.
A-40
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Device Transfer Characteristics -
L12-3 and L12-12 Sources and
IN-2175 Sensor
• I'_'J'IAV_' l '_o D5-13268-3
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1. Emitter/Sensor alignment for optimum photon coupling for a given separation
is extremely critical.
2. Deviations from the curves plotted on sheet 4 are probably due to the reading
being taken before the effect of self-heating was allowed to stabilize.
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o This combination of emitter (T1X-L02) and sensor (LS-600) was the most
difficult to align for optimum coupling.
o Deviations from the curves plotted on sheet 5 are probably due to the reading
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REMARKS:
The curves on the previous page plotting emitter current with time indicate a stabiliza-
tion time is required to reach a steady state point after forward current changes in
excess of a few percent.
It was difficult to obtain accurate data during the first few seconds due to the difficulty
and time required to make the initial current setting. It can be seen that at least 10
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The alignment of emitter and sensor for optimum coupling is the least difficult when
the emitter is an LED-11 without its lens cap.
The separation distances noted on the data sheet and curve are referenced from the
emitter junction.
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REMARKS:
The PinLites are difficult to work with due to their size and flexible leads.
Optimum alignment is difficult to obtain.
The sensor became saturated at both D1 and D2 with the L12-12 emitter.
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Crystalonics' silicon FOTOFET is a light sensitive field-effect transistor packaged in
a TO-18 case with a glass lens top.




Operation is achieved by focusing incident light on the gate. With a negative bias applied
to the gate, the focusing of light on the gate junction will increase the gate leakage. This
change in gate leakage, kIg, times the gate resistor, RG, produces a change in gate
voltage, AVG. The minimum change of gate leakage, kIg, for the FF600 is 75 n_nn_mps
per foot candle of incident light at 2800 ° Kelvin color temperature, standard incandescent
light source. This change in gate voltage, VG, times transconductance, GM, produces
a change in drain current ki d. This ki d times the load resistor, RL, produces the desired
change in output voltage.
Therefore:
klg × RG = AVG
A VG × GM = ,kid
;kid x RL = AVDs
/_ VDS : Aig x RG x GM x RL
The load resistor is determined by the IDS S required for operation of the FOTOFE T and
should be approximately 1K to 10K ohms. The gate resistor is selected by the speed
versus sensitivity requirement and may be up to 100 megohms. The larger RG, is the
more sensitive the FOTOFET is to incident light and conversely the slower its response
time will be. This is due to the R.C. time constant of the gate resistor, RG, and the
input capitance.
In the saturated mode of operation such as used for a level detecting system, the FOTOFET
is biased off by returning R G to a negative voltage supply of sufficient magnitude to com-
pletely shut off the FOTOFE T. The load resistor now can be large in magnitude and there-
fore produces a large change in output voltage versus m )ut incident light.
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FIBER OPTIC AND SOLID LIGHT PIPE INVESTIGATION




Fiber Optic Coupling of Emitter and Sensor
Use of Fiber Optic Bundle to Detect Reflected Light
Use of Light Pipe (Acrylic Plastic Rod) as a Light Coupling Medium
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Use test setup and devices of section 1, data sets 2 and 6 (TlX-L02 Emitter and
LS-600 and IN-2175 Sensor)
Separate the emitter and sensor so that the fiber optic bundle Bl1636 ends
can be mounted flush with the emitter and sensor lens.
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I_otQcurrent in the LS-600 and IN-2175 sensors Is a f_mctio.
Of TIX-L02 emitter forward current when fhe emltter radiant
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Photosensor response of the IN_-2f¥5 as a function of TIX-1_02 emitter
fonlard current with hOle-to-nose spice coupling and with energy
coupl ing through II thrle-foi)t fiber optic bundle.
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Photosensor response of the LS-600 as • function of TIX-L02 emitter
forward current wlth nose-to-nose space coupling and wlth energy
coupling through • three-foot fiber optic bundle.












The preceding curves show the amount of attenuation experienced when th e energy of a
T1X-LO2 is transmitted through a three-foot fiber optic bundle. The attenuation at
three emitter drive current levels is as follows (quoted as a percent of the nose to nose
coupling): 11.9 percent @100mA., 12.3 percent @mA., 13 percent @400mA.
This was much lower than expected. This large attenuation may be due to the lack of
electrical alignment when using the fiber bundle. The emitter and sensor were centered
mechanically in the BNC connectors, no electrical alignment was possible.
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Use the devices of Section 1, data set 4 (L12-12 emitter and IN2175 sensor) with
the emitter and sensor mounted in BNC connectors such that the fiber optic bundle,
El1636, can be mounted with the split ends of the bundle flush with the lenses of
the emitter and sensor.
With the emitter current at approximately 11.8 mA determine the sensor output
for various reflective materials at a distance of approximately 1/4" from the
end of the bundle.
The emitter drive circuitry is that of the optical tachometer of Section 3.






No quantitative data was recorded due to alignment difficulties.
the reflecting ability was observed and is noted below:





Brass Shim Stock . 004" Excellent
Copper Good
White Paint Very Poor
Polished Aluminum Very Poor
Remarks
Thin sample used wrinkes easily
and caused alignment problems
No wrinkles, remains shiny
easiest to align
Must be kept polished
The aluminum foil, brass and copper all gave about the same output signal from the sen-
sor. There was much less signal from the polished aluminum and an almost unmeasurable
output with the white enamel. The IN2175 sensor also detects the fluorescent Light
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P114 LIT[ C, URR_.,t_'T I In_.
Photocurrent Is LS-600 sensor u • function of U2-12 plnllte forvard
current vll_ md without IIght pipe energy coupl Ing. The source/
sensor separation mls bollt I/4" Im(I I/2". The light pipes vera made
of acrylic plastic; the I/2" pipe was I/8" diameter and the I/4"
pipe was 1/16" dlamter.
The curves for sensor rosixmse without light pipes was plotted fl_m
data In set 8, section I.
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CALC
i APIt
Photocurrent in LS-600 sensor as a function of TIX-LOI emitter
foruard current ulth and without light pipe coupling. The
emitter/sensor separation In both instances is I/2 inch, The
light pipe is made of acrylic plastic and is I/2 inch long and
I/8 inch in diameter.
The curve for sensor response without the light pipe was plotted
from data in set S, section I.
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I • The lucite rods were machined from a larger rod. One rod was turned
down to I/8" diameter and I/2" long. The other rod was turned down
to 1/16" diameter and I/4" long. The finish on the circumference of
both rods was equivalent to the original finish (best possible finish
with shop equipment) and the ends of the larger rod uere finished the
same. The ends of the smaller rod were not finished quite as well as
the rest.
2. The test setup and an enlarged detail of the light pipe location
relative to the emitter and sensor are shown on Page I.
e The alignment was extremely difficult to accomplish for maximum
coupling. The position of the sensor appeared to be more critical
than the emitter. Optimum coupling into the sensor occurred when
the sensor was off the centerline and close to the outside edge of
the light pipe.
• The sensor output was measured across the 2K _ series resistor for
the LED-II and the TIXL01. A 30 K x_ series resistor was required
with the LI2-12 because the sensor saturated with a very Iou signal
otherwise.
5. The coupling measurements for LED-II emitter and LS-600 sensor were
recorded twice. Between recordings the emitter and sensor were
purposely misaligned and realigned.




















Data sets included in this section are:
Data Set 1 - Unijunction Transistor Oscillator Circuit Checkout
Data Set 2 - Evaluation of Unijunction Transistor Oscillator, with Optoelectronic
input (Raysistor), as a voltage-to-pulse-rate converter (Limited Range)
Data Set 3 - Evaluation of optoelectronic coupling of 4.8 kHz oscillator output in
static inverter
Data Set 4 - Application of light source, sensor and fiber optic bundle in an optical
tachometer





This circuit investigation was performed as preliminary design information for a
voltage-to-pulse rate signal conditioner using optoelectronics.
Data on the operating frequency range as well as the output frequency versus timing
resistor variations was obtained.
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SIGNAL CONDITIONER USING OPTOELECTRONICS
The following data set describes an application of a light source connected to a voltage
to be measured. The sensor is a photoconductor (light dependent resistor) connected
as a timing resistor in a unijunction oscillator circuit. The frequency output is pro-
portional to the input voltage.
This application is to demonstrate the feasibility and not to provide a finalized design.
A-107
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REMARKS:
lo The Unijunction Transistor Oscillator Circuit was added to the RAYSISTOR
voltage monitor circuit as a demonstration of a possible application of this
device with a signal conditioner for voltage monitoring within tolerance limits.
Due to the inherent non-linearity of the RAYSISTOR, the output pulse rate is
not linear with input voltage. The RAYSISTOR is a photon coupled device con-
sisting of an incandescent bulb and a photoconductive cell in a TO-5 can. Due
to self-heating a finite stabilizing time is required to reach a repeatable out-
put. Before each set of readings was made, the output pulse rate was adjusted
and allowed to stabilize at 2000 Hz. Then the voltage, V2, was readjusted and
rapid readings were made. For V1 = 2.2 and 2.6 VDC the voltage, V2, was
set at the low end first. The other set of readings was made with V2 set at the
high end to start.
The stabilization time may be as high as 10 or 15 minutes, but the frequency
drift was only about 6 or 8 Hz in the first 10 minutes. This accounts for the
fact that even though the output was set at 2 kHz at 20VDC the pulse rate was
different during the rapid measurements. The slope is important here. The
output voltage to be monitored would not drift this fast, so to properly evaluate
this device, the curves of sheet 3 may be shifted to the center frequency at 20
VDC.
. The application here would be for monitoring power supply output. For any
supply voltage the input can be adjusted to operate on the same point of the
RAYSISTOR. From the curves it can be seen that, for applications where tight
tolerances and high resolution is required, the RAYSISTOB would be operated
at lower voltages than if wider limits were allowed on the voltage to be measured.
Also, for more resolution, higher frequencies (such as 5 kI-Iz) may be used.
About 8 kHz is as high as is practical for this circuit.




Adjust Raysistor Range For:
(with center frequency of)
@2000 Hz @5000 Hz
V1 V1
+ 2 percent 2.0VDC 2.2VDC
+ 5 percent 2.1VDC 2.4VDC
+ 7 1/2 percent 2.2VDC 2.6VDC
+ 10 percent 2.4VDC 2.8VDC
A-111
Voltage - to - Pulse Rate Converter:
Operating Instructions:
I . Connect voltage to be measured to input - Observe polarity, Adjust
to nominal value If not already.
. Connect voltmeter to range (+) and - input (-).
pot to produce 2.IV + .05VOC at range test point.
Adjust "range"
. Connect counter to output. Adjust "Freq." pot to produce desired
output frequency (see notes).
, Varying the input voltage will change the voltwji 0rop across the
"RAYSISTOR" input and, therefore, the output frequency.
Notes:
Operating Point of "RAYSISTOR" = 2. to 3.5 VDC
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PULSE COUPLING WITH OPTOELECTRONICS
Data Set 3 is an application of optoelectronic devices for pulse rate output coupling.
A pre-packaged device and a combination of a source and sensor were evaluated.
The source/sensor combination consisted of a T1X-L01 diode light source and an
LS-600 silicon light sensor. An amplifier was used as an output signal conditioner.
The gyro supply output of a 450 VoA. static inverter (GFE) was used as the pulse
rate source. The waveform is a 4.8 kHz square wave operating from 0 to + 18 VDC.
(Note: Since the reverse breakdown of diode light sources is only 2 to 5 volts, caution
must be used such that pulse rates or steady state dc voltages do not reverse bias
the emitter. The sensor must be reverse biased only. )
A-115
D5-13268-3
The first of the following set of photos (Emitter Input-Sensor Output unloaded shows
the square wave output driving the T1X-L01 source and the decoupled LS-600 sensor
output from the frequency standard in the static inverter, 50MO3398° Device capaci-
tance, rise time and fall time distort the waveform. Saturating the amplifier provides
the squared waveform with increased amplitude necessary to trigger a counter.
The second photo in the set (Emitter Input-Sensor Output) shows the input and output of
a hpa 4301 photon coupled isolator. Without additional amplification the 4301 had to be
driven too hard, requiring excessive current drain on the frequency standard.
The third photo (Upper Trace) shows the result of adding an amplifier stage to the 4301
output. The output is of sufficient amplitude for a counter input, and the current drain
on the frequency standard is reduced from about 20mA. to less th 6 mA. The circuit
has complete isolation between input and output with unilateral information transfer.
There can be no feedback from the measurement circuit into the oscillator circuit.
The waveform shown in the fourth photos (Upper Trace) shows the decoupling circuit
output when the circuit is connected to the terminals of the static inverter° For the
convenience of demonstration the internal +20VDC supply was used, providing test
point isolation but using a common ground. A switching transient can be seen on the
output. As a demonstration of circuit reliability the diode light source may be shorted
without harming the frequency standard. In addition, the load on the frequency standard
is the same whether or not a measurement is being made.
Some additional waveforms are sketched in the drawing entitled 4.8 kHz Decoupling
Using hpa 4301 and TIX-L01 and LS-600 and indicate the waveforms of the output
circuits without amplifiers, showing the enhanced waveshape with added forward
current in the light source.
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FIBER OPTIC APPLICATION - OPTICAL TACHOMETER
lo As a demonstration of several optoelectronic components, a tachometer was
built employing a light source and a light sensor connected by optical fibers.
This circuit demonstrates the use of an indandescent light source, the trans-
mission of light with fiber optics, and the sensing and amplifying of light pulses.
In addition the gathering of reflected light was evaluated.
o The emitter/sensor combination selected for the tachometer was chosen because
of the broad energy distribution of the incandescent bulb and the broad sensitivity
curve of the sensor, as well as the low current requirement of the Pinlite.
o The reason for developing the optical tachometer was not for the sake of designing
a tachometer, but was to demonstrate the use of optoelectronic devices (such as
emitters and sensors) from the packaging and handling standpoint along with the
associated driving and output circuits. In addition the handling and use of fiber
optics was demonstrated.
The things learned from this experiment include:
a. Difficulties in optical alignment;
b. Difficulty of handling the emitters;
c. High current requirement problems.
m In breadboarding the tachometer the 60 Hz noise was as large as the coupled
signal due to the high impedance sensor circuit. This difficulty and alignment
were the two main problems involved with optoelectronic devices in this
application.
A-122
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EMITTER/SENSOR END OF TACHOMETER. 
THE EMITTER IS ILLUMINATED. 
DATASET4,  SECTION 3 
A-123 
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TACHOMETER CONNECTED FOR OPERATION. 
:ASSEE LICET T" THF RFFT,F,CTIVE MATERIAL ON THE SHAFT. 
THE LIGHT IS REFLECTED BACK TO THE SENSOR ANLPLlJflhZ, A X 3  
SEN" TO A COUNTER. 
THE FIBER OPTIC 
CLOSE-UP OF THE RlOTOR SHAFT TI'ITH SEVERAL DIFFERENT 
REFLECTIVE MATERIALS AND DETAIL OF THE FIBER OPTIC 
MOUNTING TECHNIQUE. 0 
DATA SET 4, SECTION 3 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:
. The tachometer can be calibrated using the fluctuating output of a fluorescent
light. For applications producing one light reflection per revolution the meter
should be calibrated for 7200 rpm by adjusting the potentiometer. (Two pulses
per revolution require an adjustment to 3600 rpm, etc.)
o Since the light source causes a 12mA drain on the batteries, they may need
replacement often. If in doubt as to the light output, an oscilloscope may be
connected to the counter output jacks (meter need not be on) and the output
waveform observed. It must be a good reliable square wave. The fiber optic
alignment becomes more critical as the battery deteriorates.
. Fiber optic alignment is begun by mounting the end approximately 1/4 inch from
the shaft and perpendicular to it. The shaft is rotated at about 5000 rpm and
with the oscilloscope monitoring the counter output, adjust the fiber optic for
the best square wave.
. If it desired to shine light from the emitter, through a light interrupter, and into
another fiber optic to the sensor, the single fiber optic bundle may be connected
to the sensor and one half of the split bundle used to transmit the light from the
emitter.
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DEMONSTRATION TEST:
As a demonstration of an optoelectronic application to DC measurements, an easy





Use a DC power supply as the voltage to be measured. The current drain for
the two sources used is from 10mA to 600mA.
Use the three-foot fiber optic bundle Bl1636 with the BNC connectors.
Use either the TlX-L02 or the LED-11 in the BNC plug modified to serve as
a heat sink. Connect it to the BNC Receptacle on the fiber optic bundle.
Press the LS-600 sensor (mounted on the TO-5 header) into the BNC plug on

















1 Choose R such that the source current is within the range of the device. Observe
polarities. See Section 2, Set 1.
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PHOTOSENSITIVE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTOR APPLICATION:
An investigationof the use of a photosensitive FE T as a lightsensitive switch in an
operational amplifier fee_ack circuitis described here.
A-131
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_l_r'_'i_lf_ I NO. DS- 13268-3
,3" ) SEC.TIOIMi 3 ISH. A-135
DS- 13268- 3
REMARKS:
lo The data on sheet 2 was recorded with the amplifier connected in the non-
inverting mode, such that the output was more positive than the input used
(N-channel FET). This allowed the gate resistor, RG, to be connected to
the input for biasing rather than employing a separate DC bias supply. In
this mode the drop across the feedback resistor provides the turn-off bias.
It was found that with less than 40K_the FET would not turn off.
o The light current caused by the incident photons produces an error voltage at
the amplifier input, which results in an offset voltage at the output. The error
is negative, producing an output error of from 30mV to 250mV more positive
no matter what the true input signal polarity is.
1 The gate to source breakdown voltage (10VDC) causes a limitation in the maxi-
mum allowable negative drain to source voltage. The amplifier used could
provide up to ± 13.5VDC output. With the full negative output at the drain the
FE T could not be turned off. In order to use the amplifier with both polarities
the feedback resistor arrangement used in the test set-up on sheet 3 was
necessary. Maximum drain to source voltage would be one half the maximum
amplifier output (approx. 7VDC).
t When the amplifier output (drain voltage) was more positive than the source,
the switching action was very fast due to the biasing polarities. However,
when the amplifier output was negative the turn-off point was over a wide
range of emitter light, again due to the biasing. The less light on the FET
the higher the gain; the higher the gain the more negative the drain to source
bias. Until the amplifier output limits, it is impossible to turn it off.
Through the linear operating region of the FE T switch the input impedance of
the gate is so high that much noise is injected into the amplifier. Therefore,




SE C TION 4
TEST FIXTURE FOR OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICE EVALUATION
A-137
D5-13268- 3
SE C TION 4
TEST FIXTURE FOR OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICE EVALUATION
The following figures show the test fixture for holding and aligning the optoelectronic
devices used in the laboratory investigations.
The first figure shows the fixture with an emitter and sensor ready for test. The
sensor bracket is adjusted to a registration mark and locked. Then the emitter
bracket is moved up until the emitter and sensor touch. Then the sensor bracket
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HALL EFFECT AND MAGNETORESISTOR SENSORS
The data in Section 5 is provided in support of the Hall Effect and Magnetoresistor




AMERICAN AEROSPACE CONTROLS, INC.
A Subsidiary of Univis. Inc.
MIsToR"
TYPE MR-A
• . . a new series of mlid-l-_e, thin-film mqnatic
flux-maitive resimors tha change remimmce directly
a f_N.'tio, of aFplied mq[netic flux density, and
capable of _ing s wide v_iaty of electronic
circuit control, computer and transducer fum:tions.
Because these elaneats can operate over an extremely
wide temperature rm_e (abanlute zero to ÷IOOC), they
are pmticularly useful for magnetic flux measurements
associated with superconducting magnets at liquid heli-
um temperatures. The muller elements can be used
as probes for mapping magnetic fields.
Other MiatoR electronic applications include AC to DC
converters, module/ors, rectifiers, cont_-tles_ potenti-
ometers, mq[netometers, wave shape generators, ol,-
cillators, flip-flops, galvanomq_netic amplifiers,, mul-
tipliers and dividerL
The ulements are generally linear, respond to changes
in mq[netic field above a megacycle and are virtually
noiseless (.Johnson noise limited).
MistoR Type MR-A construction cons/sis of a high-
mobility metal sandwiched between Mylar insulation, with
tyro copper terminals extending from one end.
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MAGNETIC FIELD. B. (KILOGAUSS)
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Magnetic Field Density (B), Range Beyond 80,000 geuss
Operating Temperature, range -273 C to +100 C
Temperature Cooff of Rosismce
(Mister resistence increeses _D.4e/e per dog. C
with temperature)
Approx. I% above '"
Limeefity 2000 gouss
Americem Aerospace Controls, Inc., reserves the right to make
¢dlemges in these specifications without notice as pert of cmr
continuing peoFIm of product improvement.
MISTOR TYPIE MR-A
Magneeoresistance is the physical property of certain
conductive materials - rare metals, intermetallic com-
pounds and semiconductors - that causes the electrical
resisfance of these materials to change in proportion to
the intensity of an applied magnetic field. The source of
the magnetic field can be either a permanent magnet or a
simple electromagnet. A magnetoresistor's control func-
tian is analogous to a photo-resistive cell that responds





























*Power Rating - 25°C Rise above Room Temperature
MAGNETORESISTIVE SENSITIVITY AT




















I I I i J i
50 60 70 80 SO I00
ZERO FLUX RESISTANCE VALUES
MR-A NOMINAL ZERO FLUX RESISTANCE VALUES, oHMS,
MODEL NO. 1 10 50 100 IS0 200 I 250
E
11 (Special) • • • • • • I •




300 400 S00 700 I00¢ 2000 3000 4000 S00Q 6000 7000 10,00C
AMERIOAN AEROSPAOE OONTROLB. INO.
A SUBSIIDIARY OF UNIVtS. INC.
123 MILBAR BLVD. * FARMINGDALE. N.Y.. PHONE: 516 MY4*StOO
A-145
DS- 13268- 3
AMIIRIOAN AmROIIPAOll CONTROLII. INO.




Type MRI Magnetic Flux Sensitive Resistors are
new circuit components whose resistance varies
in proportion to an applied magnetic field. Their
high sensitivity to flux changes provides excep-
tional application versatility, and makes these
units a flexible tool for many electronic sensing,
measurement and control applications.
MRI Magnetic Flux Sensitive Resistors can be
IOOO,
CHARACTERISTIC CURVE
(at 22 Deg. C)
0-3 KG: Square Law Curve










used with either permanent or electromagnetic
fields. Typical applications include flux measur-
ing instruments, modulators, multipliers, current
sensors, gain control and switching functions,
position sensors, and contactless potentiometers.
Their micro-second response to rapidly changing
magnetic fields permits their use in place of photo
resistive cells, thereby eliminating problems of
















PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS TYPE MRI - 100 TYPE MRI - 500














7 - 10 13- 18
0 KG -0.12 -1.80
3 KG -0.35 -2.70
10 KG -0.50 -2.90
Ambient Air 900 1000
Heat Sinked 70 100
>1 megacycle >1 megacycle
-60 to +95 -60 to +95
AMERICAN AEROIIPACIE CON"rROLII. INC.







This schematic representationillustrates both the meisurinl
and multiplying capabilities of the HALL-PAK.ilI koidinl I,
constant,V. becomesa direct function of#. the malnetic flux
density. If both Ic and # are variable, VN is proportionalto
the productof the two functions. Holding If and h constant,
VH becomesa function of the anlle between R and the plane
of the HALL-PAKelement.
The deviceslistedbelow are standardand availablefrom stock.




Re_d _1 c_mm,, I e
M_livm Uc
c_W'=I cm, I
(iA 2S°C s_ic in,)
0pml ckmu_t Nell vohele,
VIle c (m m*ld I=,
B = 10 K!)
Reiio_v* _11 v*kl*,
VRO (B = O. Ic= 1OO_i
Ililvltlvl, illl _, A
! Hell evW leed
(_, opt_ li_oe_ey
0 _ 10 ks)
Lk*l_l_ _ wld, lilt _
_mt,*mf, w(0 _ 10 be)
Op** cl_lt Nasitlv_r
m. KHO c
(B - 10 kl)
imblltlvl_, m_. Kll n
I,,i, gt meiotic. I l
• n
linclv41e I llldl)
Ou_pvt r*_ o_ce R t
• ou
(i_ I*_llm I ll.ld I }
(-40°C _ + 100°¢)
Illevl_llldlity w I_ VHO C
(0 t. I0 kl)
t_l.ttv* ,evil voi_
7®..-:r'-"
I_I-IIII I14412 1114.203 III.204 IIII-195 IIH -lO4
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130 my "- 2S'I 550 m. _ _t_
I00 Fv ,l*l 500 Fv .u
- .0_ cm 2, .00_l ¢m 2.
4(}* .....
._5 KHOC* .....
2. I I} " SD*
1.4 _I " ].S_*
-0.0_PC * -. 1S_C *
O. lS_r,/°C * .15%/°C *
--40°C _ * IlS°C -40°C _,+I0S°C
-40°C _* * I01#C -40°C t* * IOWC
1.5'I;m,,=
100_











-41°C t.. IllS° c -..4WC** .IOS°C -40°C**, 10S_C
"dO°C te + lg_C
-,40°C _ ÷ IOS°C
-40°C 0* + 100°C-44°C te * IlK#C
OTEx in • time vmyIn t field _ v*ltel* inked into _ Hell euq_vt leal., Vln d . is pr_ortlonel to the ef(_ctive e_ea A,
-41_C ee + lOSOC
* APPROXIMATE
Of eke Hell evtpvt leep end I_e emplltode end rote of chemje of eke field.
Vt d(m_leu_ed wi_ Ic= 0)m A dB X 10 -8
dt













1. Hall voltage (VH) output leads, red and neutral.
Control current (I c) input leads, green and neutral.
2. Leads are solid copper with heavy polyurethana insulation.
3. Dimensions in inches.
MODEL BH200- GENERAL-PURPOSE TRANSVERSE
MODEL BH204: MIDGET AXIAL
.100 dia. _ 7/64 .
_ 071 * 003dla.
Active Area
.030 x .060 approx.
Leeds: _ Go., 14" long
MODEL BH205: MIDGET TRANSVERSE
--_ _-- 7/64 _Active Area




Over Leads Leeds: 134 Go., 7½" long
1"16 Active Area
F /_/"-.040 x .090 approx.
.oeomoxI_ __
--_-_ L---3/' ----] , r----__
.015 5/16 ,070 max. over lends
-)
Leads: J36 G_, 7_" I_
MODEL BH201: ULTRA-THIN TRANSVERSE
Active Area




T Lead=: t36 Ga,, 71_" long
MODEL BH206: HIGH-SENSITIVITY, LOW-COST TRANSVERSE








Leeds: 134 Ga., 7H," long
MODEL BH202: _ALL AXIAL
7/64 .102 ± .003
.130 dia.
Active Araa
.040 x .090 approx.
Leeds: 136Ga., |4"long
i




"_--.060 x . 150 approx.
Leeds: 1134 Ga., 14"long
MODEL BH207: HIGH-RESOLUTION TANGENTIAL
-- /"----- Activa Area




MODEL BH208: ULTRA MIDGET AXIAL
/ _-0.135d b0.035 Max
I _ OlOl/
I ...... V . / Epoxy Laad
no, I: lament / Anchorage
0.020 x 0.040 Red Epoxy
Encapsulation






• . COLUMBUS 12, OHIO
PHONE AX 4_LBO_
A-148
3 5  -1 32 68 -3 
GENERAL PURPOSE RELAY MONITORING DEVICE 
(PROBE, MAGNETO RESISTOR MR-A12) 
CURRENT SENSITIVE RELAY MONITORING DEVICE 







M R- TYPE MR-A, AMERICRN FIEROSP'_ICE GONTROL_) IMC.






































MR - "TYPE MRI-_'OO;






AMERICAN AER£).TI_ACE. C0i_TRE)L._ ZNC.
HI- G INC.
TITLE
SCHENATIC- RELAY MONITORING DEVICES





















Trygon M36-5 or Equiv.
Oscilloscope
Tektronix 545
Type M Plug In
or equivalent
Operating Instructions
The relay monitoring devices (General Purpose Relay Monitoring Device
and Current Sensitive Relay Monitoring Device) are designed to monitor
the magnetic circuit with a magnetoresistor bridge circuit providing
the Eo output for display on an oscilloscope. In addition, provisions
are made to monitor the coil current and the break before make electrical
contacts. The relay monitoring device is connected to the power supply
and oscilloscooe as illustrated above. When actuated,the spring
loaded push button switch supplies the proper voltage to the sensing
circuit and the relay coil. The bridge circuit may require balancing
due to component drift, etc. To determine if the bridge circuit
requires balancing; disconnect E l and press the pushbutton switch, Eo
should read 0 volts, if not, adjust the BAL. potentiometer until
Eo = 0 volts. The General Purpose Relay Monitoring Device can be


















































































_ENEr_;F)L PURPOSE /IXlRL ) F.W. BELL_T. NC.
HIGN RESOLUTION "FPtlVGENTIP}L ) r-.W. BELL, ]:NC.
MVT& ) M/_RDTTR V/4LVE CORP.































Trygon M36-5 or Equiv.
Oscilloscope
Tektronix 545




The solenoid to be tested is connected to the short cable coming out of the
test device chassis. Control current for the Hall probe located in the
solenoid is supplied by positioning the Control Current Switch in the
direction of the desired solenoid. NOTE: Place the Control Curreht
Switch to the OFF position when the device is not being used to conserve
the control current battery.
Attach the power supply and oscilloscope as illustrated above. Switching
the ON - OFF switch to the ON position energizes the solenoid, at which
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Test Set Up and Operating Instructions -










TANGENTIAL PROBE LOCATED I N  ANULAR SPACE ABOUT 
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ULTRASONIC AND RESONANT BEAN[ FLOWMETER
Data in this section is provided in support of the Ultrasonic Flowmeter Experiment
and the Resonant Beam Flowmeter Experiment discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5
of Volume II of this report.
The majority of the data is related to the Ultrasonic FlowmeterExper'iment, which
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Flow Velocity through 1.00 tube:
Notes:
7,800 ms/hr (17.6 gal/min) X_7
+25°F to +100°F with +59°F nominal
Inlet 15.8 to 16.9 psia
total rise 28 psi
40% by wt. demineralized water
60% by wt. methyl alcohol
1.00 inch x. 049 inch wall,
6061-T6 AL Alloy Tube
(8.8V/see) X_7
Calculated Values
Section Upstream of Pump
A-191
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-TEST DATA - PRELIr'ilNAR Y
TESTS-ULTRF_SONIC FLOWI'4ETE_





FLOW R J.-rK _P$
PULSE wtD't H - .,u-_.
PR F - C P$
.... H , . , , |
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,,,,m
I NDICATED 51G_IAL P/)'rH
J l
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|, | i
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FI GURE A-" IE
TEST DATA- PRELIMII_/ARy
TE._T$-ULTRASONIC FLOWMETER
B_'_l'l'ill_ t NO'SH. DS-13268-3A_194
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